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QUESTION 1

A software developer wants to prevent stored passwords from being easily decrypted. When the password is stored by
the application, additional text is added to each password before the password is hashed. This technique is known as: 

A. Symmetric cryptography. 

B. Private key cryptography. 

C. Salting. 

D. Rainbow tables. 

Correct Answer: C 

Salting can be used to strengthen the hashing when the passwords were encrypted. Though hashing is a one-way
algorithm it does not mean that it cannot be hacked. One method to hack a hash is though rainbow tables and salt is the
counter measure to rainbow tables. With salt a password that you typed in and that has been encrypted with a hash will
yield a letter combination other than what you actually types in when it is rainbow table attacked. 

Incorrect Answers: 

A: Symmetric cryptography refers to symmetric algorithms require both ends of an encrypted message to have the
same key and processing algorithms. Symmetric algorithms generate a secret key that must be protected. A symmetric
key, sometimes referred to as a secret key or private key, is a key that isn\\'t disclosed to people who aren\\'t authorized
to use the encryption system. The disclosure of a private key breaches the security of the encryption system. 

B: Private Key cryptography is also known as symmetric cryptography. 

D: Rainbow tables can be used to break a hash. A rainbow table attack focuses on identifying a stored value. By using
values in an existing table of hashed phrases or words (think of taking a word and hashing it every way you can
imagine) and comparing them to values found. 

References: 

Dulaney, Emmett and Chuck Eastton, CompTIA Security+ Study Guide, Sixth Edition, Sybex, Indianapolis, 2014, pp
249-250, 256 

 

QUESTION 2

Configuring the mode, encryption methods, and security associations are part of which of the following? 

A. IPSec 

B. Full disk encryption 

C. 802.1x 

D. PKI 

Correct Answer: A 

IPSec can operate in tunnel mode or transport mode. It uses symmetric cryptography to provide encryption security.
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Furthermore, it makes use of Internet Security Association and Key Management Protocol (ISAKMP). 

Incorrect Answers: 

B: Full disk encryption is used to provide protection for an OS, its installed applications, and all locally stored data. It
does not require you to configure the mode, encryption methods, and security associations. 

C: 802.1x is a port-based authentication mechanism. It does not require you to configure the mode, encryption methods,
and security associations. 

D: A PKI is the definition of the mechanisms involved in implementing certificates. It does not require you to configure
the mode, encryption methods, and security associations. 

References: 

Stewart, James Michael, CompTIA Security+ Review Guide, Sybex, Indianapolis, 2014, pp 25, 40, 41, 251, 346. 

 

QUESTION 3

The security department has implemented a new laptop encryption product in the environment. The product requires
one user name and password at the time of boot up and also another password after the operating system has finished
loading. This setup is using which of the following authentication types? 

A. Two-factor authentication 

B. Single sign-on 

C. Multifactor authentication 

D. Single factor authentication 

Correct Answer: D 

Single-factor authentication is when only one authentication factor is used. In this case, Something you know is being
used as an authentication factor. Username, password, and PIN form part of Something you know. 

Incorrect Answers: 

A: Two-factor authentication is when two different authentication factors are provided for authentication purposes. 

B: Single sign-on means that once a user (or other subject) is authenticated into a realm, re- authentication is not
required for access to resources on any realm entity. 

C: Multifactor authentication requires a user to provide two or more different authentication factors for authentication
purposes. 

References: 

Stewart, James Michael, CompTIA Security+ Review Guide, Sybex, Indianapolis, 2014, pp 280, 282, 284. 

 

QUESTION 4

A company uses PGP to ensure that sensitive email is protected. Which of the following types of cryptography is being
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used here for the key exchange? 

A. Symmetric 

B. Session-based 

C. Hashing 

D. Asymmetric 

Correct Answer: A 

PGP combines symmetric-key encryption and public-key encryption. The message is encrypted using a symmetric
encryption algorithm, which requires a symmetric key. Each symmetric key is used only once and is also called a
session key. 

Incorrect Answers: 

B: They key is a session key, but it is calculated using symmetric encryption. 

C: PGP using hashing to create a digital signature from the plaintext, not for the key exchange. 

D: PGP uses symmetric-key encryption, not asymmetric. 

References: http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Pretty_Good_Privacy Dulaney, Emmett and Chuck Eastton, CompTIA Security+
Study Guide, Sixth Edition, Sybex, Indianapolis, 2014, pp 272-273 

 

 

QUESTION 5

Pete, the system administrator, has concerns regarding users losing their company provided smartphones. Pete\\'s
focus is on equipment recovery. Which of the following BEST addresses his concerns? 

A. Enforce device passwords. 

B. Use remote sanitation. 

C. Enable GPS tracking. 

D. Encrypt stored data. 

Correct Answer: C 

Global Positioning System (GPS) tracking can be used to identify its location of a stolen device and can allow authorities
to recover the device. However, for GPS tracking to work, the device must have an Internet connection or a wireless
phone service over which to send its location information. 

Incorrect Answers: 

A: Enforcing device passwords may make it difficult for a thief to access the applications and data on the device but it
does not assist in recovering the stolen device. 

B: Remote wipe or remote sanitation is the process of deleting data on a device in the event that the device is stolen.
This is performed over remote connections such as the mobile phone service or the internet connection and helps
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ensure that sensitive data is not accessed by unauthorized people. 

D: Encrypting the stored data may make it difficult for a thief to access the data on the device but it does not assist in
recovering the stolen device. 

References: 

Stewart, James Michael, CompTIA Security+ Review Guide, Sybex, Indianapolis, 2014, pp 236, 

 

QUESTION 6

Which of the following could cause a browser to display the message below? 

"The security certificate presented by this website was issued for a different website\\'s address." 

A. The website certificate was issued by a different CA than what the browser recognizes in its trusted CAs. 

B. The website is using a wildcard certificate issued for the company\\'s domain. 

C. HTTPS://127.0.01 was used instead of HTTPS://localhost. 

D. The website is using an expired self signed certificate. 

Correct Answer: C 

PKI is a two-key, asymmetric system with four main components: certificate authority (CA), registration authority (RA),
RSA (the encryption algorithm), and digital certificates. In typical public key infrastructure (PKI) arrangements, a digital
signature from a certificate authority (CA) attests that a particular public key certificate is valid (i.e., contains correct
information). Users, or their software on their behalf, check that the private key used to sign some certificate matches
the public key in the CA\\'s certificate. Since CA certificates are often signed by other, "higher- ranking," CAs, there must
necessarily be a highest CA, which provides the ultimate in attestation authority in that particular PKI scheme. Localhost
is a hostname that means this computer and may be used to access the computer\\'s own network services via its
loopback network interface. Using the loopback interface bypasses local network interface hardware. In this case the
HTTPS://127.0.01 was used and not HTTPS//localhost Incorrect Answers: 

A: This is not a case where the certificate was issued by a different CA. 

B: A wildcard certificate is a public key certificate which can be used with multiple subdomains of a domain. This option
will not yield an error message 

D: A self-signed certificate is an identity certificate that is signed by the same entity whose identity it certifies. 

References: 

Dulaney, Emmett and Chuck Eastton, CompTIA Security+ Study Guide, Sixth Edition, Sybex, Indianapolis, 2014, pp
262, 280-281 

 

QUESTION 7

When an order was submitted via the corporate website, an administrator noted special characters (e.g., ";--" and "or
1=1 --") were input instead of the expected letters and numbers. 

Which of the following is the MOST likely reason for the unusual results? 
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A. The user is attempting to highjack the web server session using an open-source browser. 

B. The user has been compromised by a cross-site scripting attack (XSS) and is part of a botnet performing DDoS
attacks. 

C. The user is attempting to fuzz the web server by entering foreign language characters which are incompatible with
the website. 

D. The user is sending malicious SQL injection strings in order to extract sensitive company or customer data via the
website. 

Correct Answer: D 

The code in the question is an example of a SQL Injection attack. The code `1=1\\' will always provide a value of true.
This can be included in statement designed to return all rows in a SQL table. 

SQL injection is a code injection technique, used to attack data-driven applications, in which malicious SQL statements
are inserted into an entry field for execution (e.g. to dump the database contents to the attacker). SQL injection must
exploit a security vulnerability in an application\\'s software, for example, when user input is either incorrectly filtered for
string literal escape characters embedded in SQL statements or user input is not strongly typed and unexpectedly
executed. SQL injection is mostly known as an attack vector for websites but can be used to attack any type of SQL
database. 

Incorrect Answers: 

A: Session hijacking, also known as TCP session hijacking, is a method of taking over a Web user session by
surreptitiously obtaining the session ID and masquerading as the authorized user. Once the user\\'s session ID has
been accessed (through session prediction), the attacker can masquerade as that user and do anything the user is
authorized to do on the network. The code in the question is not an example of session hijacking. Therefore, this answer
is incorrect. 

B: A distributed denial-of-service (DDoS) attack occurs when multiple systems flood the bandwidth or resources of a
targeted system, usually one or more web servers. Such an attack is often the result of multiple compromised systems
(for example a botnet) flooding the targeted system with traffic. When a server is overloaded with connections, new
connections can no longer be accepted. The major advantages to an attacker of using a distributed denial-of-service
attack are that multiple machines can generate more attack traffic than one machine, multiple attack machines are
harder to turn off than one attack machine, and that the behavior of each attack machine can be stealthier, making it
harder to track and shut down. These attacker advantages cause challenges for defense mechanisms. For example,
merely purchasing more incoming bandwidth than the current volume of the attack might not help, because the attacker
might be able to simply add more attack machines. This after all will end up completely crashing a website for periods of
time. The code in the question is not an example of the data that would be sent in a DDoS attack. Therefore, this
answer is incorrect. 

C: Fuzz testing or fuzzing is a software testing technique used to discover coding errors and security loopholes in
software, operating systems or networks by inputting massive amounts of random data, called fuzz, to the system in an
attempt 

to make it crash. The code in the question does not contain foreign language characters; it is code typically used in a
SQL injection attack. 

Therefore, this answer is incorrect. 

References: http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/SQL_injection http://searchsoftwarequality.techtarget.com/definition/session-
hijacking http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Denial-of-service_attack 
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QUESTION 8

A security administrator has been tasked with setting up a new internal wireless network that must use end to end TLS.
Which of the following may be used to meet this objective? 

A. WPA 

B. HTTPS 

C. WEP 

D. WPA 2 

Correct Answer: D 

Wi-Fi Protected Access 2 (WPA2) was intended to provide security that\\'s equivalent to that on a wired network, and it
implements elements of the 802.11i standard. In April 2010, the Wi-Fi Alliance announced the inclusion of additional
Extensible Authentication Protocol (EAP) types to its certification programs for WPA- and WPA2- Enterprise certification
programs. EAP-TLS is included in this certification program. Note: Although WPA mandates the use of TKIP, WPA2
requires Counter Mode with Cipher Block Chaining Message Authentication Code Protocol (CCMP). CCMP uses 128-bit
AES encryption with a 48-bit initialization vector. With the larger initialization vector, it increases the difficulty in cracking
and minimizes the risk of a replay attack. 

Incorrect Answers: 

A: The difference between WPA and WPA2 is that the former implements most, but not all, of 802.11i in order to be able
to communicate with older wireless devices that might still need an update through their firmware in order to be
compliant. 

B: HTTPS is not a protocol for wireless communication. HTTPS is a communications protocol for secure communication
over a computer network, with especially wide deployment on the Internet. 

C: In 2003 the Wi-Fi Alliance announced that WEP had been superseded by Wi-Fi Protected Access (WPA). WEP does
include support for TLS. 

References: 

Dulaney, Emmett and Chuck Eastton, CompTIA Security+ Study Guide, Sixth Edition, Sybex, Indianapolis, 2014, pp 75,
171, 172-173, 274 

 

QUESTION 9

A company provides secure wireless Internet access for visitors and vendors working onsite. Some of the vendors using
older technology report that they are unable to access the wireless network after entering the correct network
information. Which of the following is the MOST likely reason for this issue? 

A. The SSID broadcast is disabled. 

B. The company is using the wrong antenna type. 

C. The MAC filtering is disabled on the access point. 

D. The company is not using strong enough encryption. 

Correct Answer: A 
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When the SSID is broadcast, any device with an automatic detect and connect feature is able to see the network and
can initiate a connection with it. The fact that they cannot access the network means that they are unable to see it. 

Incorrect Answers: 

B: The antenna type deals with signal strength and direction. It will not have a bearing on whether technology is older. 

C: The network information is being given to the vendors, therefore MAC filtering is not the issue. 

D: The network information is being given to the vendors, therefore encryption is not the issue. 

References: 

Stewart, James Michael, CompTIA Security+ Review Guide, Sybex, Indianapolis, 2014, p 61. 

 

QUESTION 10

Which of the following is the LEAST volatile when performing incident response procedures? 

A. Registers 

B. RAID cache 

C. RAM 

D. Hard drive 

Correct Answer: D 

An example of OOV in an investigation may be RAM, hard drive data, CDs/DVDs, and printouts. Of the options stated in
the question the hard drive would be the least volatile. 

Incorrect Answers: 

A: The registers are part of the CPU cache and ranks quite high in OOV incident response procedure. 

B: The RAID cache is more volatile than the RAM in an OOV incident response procedure. 

C: A hard drive ranks lower than RAM in an OOV incident response procedure. 

References: 

Dulaney, Emmett and Chuck Eastton, CompTIA Security+ Study Guide, Sixth Edition, Sybex, Indianapolis, 2014, p 453 

 

QUESTION 11

A computer is suspected of being compromised by malware. The security analyst examines the computer and finds that
a service called Telnet is running and connecting to an external website over port 443. This Telnet service was found by
comparing the system\\'s services to the list of standard services on the company\\'s system image. This review process
depends on: 

A. MAC filtering. 
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B. System hardening. 

C. Rogue machine detection. 

D. Baselining. 

Correct Answer: D 

 

Application baseline defines the level or standard of security that will be implemented and maintained for the application.
It may include requirements of hardware components, operating system versions, patch levels, installed applications
and their configurations, and available ports and services. Systems can be compared to the baseline to ensure that the
required level of security is being maintained. 

Incorrect Answers: 

A: MAC Filtering is used to secure access to wireless network access points. It is used to explicitly allow MAC
addresses on a whitelist, blocking all other MAC addresses. 

B: Hardening is the process of securing a system by reducing its surface of vulnerability. Reducing the surface of
vulnerability typically includes removing or disabling unnecessary functions and features, removing or disabling
unnecessary user accounts, disabling unnecessary protocols and ports, and disabling unnecessary services. 

C: Rogue machine detection attempt to identify the presence of unauthorized systems on a network. 

References: 

Dulaney, Emmett and Chuck Eastton, CompTIA Security+ Study Guide, Sixth Edition, Sybex, Indianapolis, 2014, pp
178, 215-217, 219 Stewart, James Michael, CompTIA Security+ Review Guide, Sybex, Indianapolis, 2014, pp 206, 207,
208 

 

QUESTION 12

A systems engineer has been presented with storage performance and redundancy requirements for a new system to
be built for the company. The storage solution must be designed to support the highest performance and must also be
able to support more than one drive failure. Which of the following should the engineer choose to meet these
requirements? 

A. A mirrored striped array with parity 

B. A mirrored mirror array 

C. A striped array 

D. A striped array with parity 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 13

Public keys are used for which of the following? 
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A. Decrypting wireless messages 

B. Decrypting the hash of an electronic signature 

C. Bulk encryption of IP based email traffic 

D. Encrypting web browser traffic 

Correct Answer: B 

The sender uses the private key to create a digital signature. The message is, in effect, signed with the private key. The
sender then sends the message to the receiver. The receiver uses the public key attached to the message to validate
the digital signature. If the values match, the receiver knows the message is authentic. 

Incorrect Answers: 

A: Wireless traffic is not decrypted by public keys. 

C: Public keys are not used to encrypt email traffic. 

D: Public keys are not used to encrypt web browser traffic. 

References: 

Dulaney, Emmett and Chuck Eastton, CompTIA Security+ Study Guide, Sixth Edition, Sybex, Indianapolis, 2014, pp
279-285 

 

QUESTION 14

Which of the following may significantly reduce data loss if multiple drives fail at the same time? 

A. Virtualization 

B. RAID 

C. Load balancing 

D. Server clustering 

Correct Answer: B 

RAID, or redundant array of independent disks (RAID). RAID allows your existing servers to have more than one hard
drive so that if the main hard drive fails, the system keeps functioning. 

Incorrect Answers: 

A: Virtualization is the foundation for cloud computing. It makes it possible by abstracting the hardware and making it
available to the virtual machines. The abstraction is done through the use of a hypervisor, which can be either Type I
(bare 

metal) or Type II (hosted); not at all reducing data loss in case multiple drives fail. 

C: Load balancing is a way of providing high availability by splitting the workload across multiple computers; however it
does not reduce data loss in case multiple drives happen to fail. 
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D: Anytime you connect multiple computers to work/act together as a single server, it is known as clustering. Clustered
systems utilize parallel processing (improving performance and availability) and add redundancy (but also add costs). 

References: 

Dulaney, Emmett and Chuck Eastton, CompTIA Security+ Study Guide, Sixth Edition, Sybex, Indianapolis, 2014, pp
234-235 

 

QUESTION 15

Which of the following is BEST utilized to identify common misconfigurations throughout the enterprise? 

A. Vulnerability scanning 

B. Port scanning 

C. Penetration testing 

D. Black box 

Correct Answer: A 

A vulnerability scan is the process of scanning the network and/or I.T. infrastructure for threats and vulnerabilities. The
threats and vulnerabilities are then evaluated in a risk assessment and the necessary actions taken to resolve and 

vulnerabilities. A vulnerability scan scans for known weaknesses such as missing patches or security updates. 

A vulnerability scan is the automated process of proactively identifying security vulnerabilities of computing systems in a
network in order to determine if and where a system can be exploited and/or threatened. While public servers are 

important for communication and data transfer over the Internet, they open the door to potential security breaches by
threat agents, such as malicious hackers. 

Vulnerability scanning employs software that seeks out security flaws based on a database of known flaws, testing
systems for the occurrence of these flaws and generating a report of the findings that an individual or an enterprise can
use to 

tighten the network\\'s security. 

Incorrect Answers: 

B: A port scanner is typically a software application used to scan a system such as a computer or firewall for open ports.
A malicious user would attempt to access a system through an open port. A security administrator would compare the 

list of open ports against a list of ports that need to be open so that unnecessary ports can be closed thus reducing the
vulnerability of the system. A port scanner is not used for a general scan of common misconfigurations on multiple 

systems. 

Therefore, this answer is incorrect. 

C: Penetration testing (also called pen testing) is the practice of testing a computer system, network or Web application
to find vulnerabilities that an attacker could exploit. Pen tests can be automated with software applications or they can
be 
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performed manually. Either way, the process includes gathering information about the target before the test
(reconnaissance), identifying possible entry points, attempting to break in (either virtually or for real) and reporting back
the findings. 

The main objective of penetration testing is to determine security weaknesses. A pen test can also be used to test an
organization\\'s security policy compliance, its employees\\' security awareness and the organization\\'s ability to identify
and 

respond to security incidents. Penetration testing is used to test the security controls on an individual system; it is not
used for a general scan of common misconfigurations on multiple systems. Therefore, this answer is incorrect. 

D: Black-box testing is a method of software testing that examines the functionality of an application without peering into
its internal structures or workings. This method of test can be applied to virtually every level of software testing: unit, 

integration, system and acceptance. It typically comprises most if not all higher level testing, but can also dominate unit
testing as well. Black-box testing is used for testing applications. It is not used to common misconfigurations in a
network. 

Therefore, this answer is incorrect. 

References: 

http://www.webopedia.com/TERM/V/vulnerability_scanning.html
http://searchsoftwarequality.techtarget.com/definition/penetration-testing 
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